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Introduction. In the previous papers [2] and [3], we have introduced
and studied spherical functions and a spherical transform on the space of
nondegenerate hermitian, or symmetric, matrices over a p-adic number
field. In [2], we have shown the injectivity of the spherical transform,
and in [3] we have closely studied the case of matrices of size 2. In this
paper, making use of the results in [3], we shall show the functional
equations for spherical functions and determine their possible poles.

Let k he a Sβ-adic number field with Sβ not lying over 2, έ? the ring
of integers of k and Π a prime element of k. Let X be the space of
nondegenerate symmetric matrices of size n with entries in k. Then
K = GLn(έ?) acts on X by k-x = kxιk, keK, xeX. For x e X, a character
χ = (χi9 . . . , χ j of (k*/k*2)n and s = (βlf , sn) e Cn, consider the following
integral:

( * ) L(x; X;s) =

where dk is the Haar measure on K normalized by I dk = 1, dt(k'x) is

the determinant of the upper left i by i block of k-x> and K' =
{keK:Uΐ=ίdi(k-x)Φθ}.

The right hand side of (*) is absolutely convergent for Refo), ,
Re(sn_!) ^ 0, and has an analytic continuation to a rational function in
q81, —-,q°n (cf. [1]). Thus we may regard L(x; X; s) as an element in
C°°(K\X), the space of all iΓ-invariant complex-valued functions on X.
We call L(x; X; s) a spherical function on X.

We introduce a new variable z = (zlf , zn) which is related to s as
follows:

= -*i + zi+1 - — (1 ^ i ^ n - 1)
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